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University of Nebraska Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 312 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.7in.The
occupation of Alcatraz Island by American Indians from
November 20, 1969, through June 11, 1971, focused the
attention of the world on Native Americans and helped develop
pan-Indian activism. In this detailed examination of the
takeover, Troy R. Johnson tells the story of those who
organized the occupation and those who participated, some
by living on the island and others by soliciting donations of
money, food, water, clothing, and other necessities. Johnson
documents the unrest in the Bay Area urban Indian population
that helped spur the takeover and draws on interviews with
those involved to describe everyday life on Alcatraz during the
nineteen-month occupation. In describing the federal
governments reactions as Americans rallied in support of the
Indians, he turns to federal government archives and Nixon
administration files. The book is a must-read for historians and
others interested in the civil rights era, Native American history,
and contemporary American Indian issues. This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Definitely among the best book I have got possibly study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- O lg a  Ledner  MD-- O lg a  Ledner  MD

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the
future. Your way of life period will be transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Sha yne O 'Conner-- Sha yne O 'Conner
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